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Physical quantities are measured in terms of quantities called units. These units, as a rule, are
related to one another and form systems; as, for example, the British system and the C . G. S.
System. Fundamental Units. The arbitrarily chosen units of a system are called fundamental in
distinction to the related units depending on them, which are called derived units. The C. G. S.
System, univer sally used in electrical measurements, takes its name from three Of its fundamental
units - the centimeter, the gram, and the second of mean solar time. Besides the three units from
which it takes its name, the C. G. S. System includes other fundamental units; for example, the
degree centigrade, the calorie, and the unit magnetic pole. Whenever the arbitrary choice Of a
property Of a substance enters into the choice of a unit, the unit itself becomes fundamental. Thus
the calorie depends on the thermal capacity of water; the unit magnetic pole depends on the
magnetic property of air, etc. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes...
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Reviews
A top quality ebook as well as the typeface used was interesting to see. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a DDS
It in one of my personal favorite ebook. I was able to comprehended everything using this created e ebook. I am just pleased to tell you that here is the
greatest ebook i have got read through within my own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for possibly.
-- Timothy Johnson DVM
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